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Abstract

Today innovation has to meet the environmental aspects. The ever increasing scarcity of resources and the higher level of pollution are orienting consumers and therefore industries towards a cleaner production and green products. Within a time to market which is constantly reducing, companies need tools to quickly develop new products which provide customer and business value together with a lower environmental impacts.

In this paper, we propose a method to support innovation projects, taking into account also environmental requirements. The specific goal is to drive systematically the designer towards more sustainable products or processes, without interfering with its traditional design approach.

The method is based on an integration of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) tools for collecting and processing information from all life cycle phases of the product, with a reworking of the TRIZ fundamentals (as the Ideal Final Results, Laws of Technical Systems Evolution and resources) for identifying where and how to intervene on it.

An application case is used to show the potentiality of the presented method.
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1. Introduction

During last decades, functions, quality, and cost were the unique aspects considered in products/processes design. Now the sensibility of consumers toward green products and process, and the governor directives oblige companies to consider Eco-design. It is defined an approach to design of a product with special consideration for the environmental impacts of the product during its whole life cycle.

Different approaches have been performed in order to face the environmental problems. The first one is the so-called “Pipe and chimney solutions”, in which the dangerous emissions were moved away from inhabited zones. With the progress of the urbanization, and due to the impossibility to move the dangerous emission away, they were treated with filters and with the so called “End of Pipe Solutions.” The processes were less dangerous because the direct emissions to the environment are less, but they produced a great amount of waste. The following step was to implement cleaner and more efficient production processes in order to decrease the used resources and the discards. Actually, the tendency is to make innovation adopting “Product Oriented Solutions”, considering the whole life cycle of a product. Adverse impact on the environment can indeed occurs in any life cycle stage, as material extraction, manufacturing, use, distribution and end of life.

So, companies need to analyze and evaluate the impact of products during their entire life cycle (Tsai, Lee et al. 2011). Especially for small medium enterprises (SMEs) that is a time consuming and expensive activity, and it generally requires very specific competences, often extern to the company self.

Moreover, companies have to quickly improve or develop new products with less environmental load. Although at the state of the art many systems are present for supporting SMEs to make green products, they are still too abstract for a direct and easy application (Crals and Vereek, 2005).

Additionally, we discovered that in Eco-design it’s a common practice to under-evaluate the role of
resources; actually, most methods focus only on materials and energy and with quite a superficial attitude. For instance, the “companies’ guidelines” for the choice of material are limited to a simple classification that goes from good materials to be used freely to awful materials not to be taken into account (Luttropp and Lagerstedt, 2006; Russo, Regazzoni et al., 2011).

By means of the combination of simplified evaluation environmental tools as abridged LCA with concepts from systematic problem solving practices, this paper provides a quickly and more effective method for designing more sustainable products. Particularly the integration of the IFR (Ideal Final Result) (Altshuller, 1984) concept into the LCA method, allows to identify the most effective energy/material key point on which is working.

The introduction of other TRIZ concepts as the Technical Laws of system Evolution (LTSE) and resources (Altshuller and Rodman, 1999) allow to transform the results of the previous LCA assessment into problems to be solved. A specific set of guidelines for supporting the ECO-improvement has been prepared and introduced into the methodology to find easier and faster new solutions. They have been constituted by combining the more widespread environmental suggestions with the TRIZ design philosophy and tools.

In the subsequent paragraphs, a literature review of methods and tools for eco-innovation introduces to the proposed method. A case study is then presented with qualitative and quantitative results, with the aim of defining limits and potentialities of that method.

2. State of the art of the Eco-Design tools for SMEs

In former times, engineers were only concerned about achieving design to cost and/or performance. The natural consequence was the manufacturing industry has been accused of operating a system that takes, makes and wastes, although it also has the potential to become a creator of products that generate ecological, social and economic value (Knight and Jenkins, 2009).

One possible way to improve on this viewpoint was for industry to embrace the “eco-efficiency” approaches providing a benefit to the customer/user at the lowest environmental/economic “cost” (Luttropp and Lagerstedt, 2006). In order to fulfill this goal, many methods and tools have been developed in the last decades, working on different levels of design (for product improvement, product redesign, new product concept, new production system definition) (Brezet, 1997).

Byggeth (Byggeth and Hochschorner, 2006) offered a classification of Eco-design tools in five classes according to their specific goal:
1. method and tools for the assessment of environmental impacts;
2. method and tools for the identification of environmental critical aspects;
3. method and tools for the comparison of environmental design strategies;
4. method and tools for the comparison of product solutions;
5. method and tools for the prescription of improvement strategies.

More generally the first four classes can be grouped in a wider category defined as analysis and assessment, while the last class is dedicated to the improvement (Le Pochat, Bertoluci et al., 2007).

2.1 Eco-Assessment tools

Eco assessment and benchmark environmental tools have been developed since the last three decades (Finnveden and Moberg, 2005; Ness, Urbel-Piirsalu et al., 2007), taking a huge magnitude of different approaches. One group includes those tools that focus their attention on material or energy flows, as MFA (Material Flow Accounting), TMR (Total Material Requirement), DMI (Direct Material Input), DMC (Direct Material Consumption), MIPS (Material Intensity Per Unit Service), SFA (Substance Flow Analysis) and EN (Energy Analysis). Furthermore, there are other approaches which take into account environmental impacts at a wider point of view: LCA (Life Cycle Assessment), SEA (Strategic Environmental Assessment), EMS (Environmental Management System) and EIA (Environmental Impact Assessment) belong to this group. Finally, there are those tools and methods that also include economic aspects, as CBA (Cost-Benefit Analysis), LCC (Life Cycle Costing), SEEA (System of Economic and Environmental Accounts) and IOA (Input-Output Analysis).

Amongst different environmental assessment tools and methods, LCA is the most established, well-developed and effective tool to evaluate the environmental impacts of a product throughout its life cycle (Le Pochat, Bertoluci et al., 2007). It is an approach which analyses real and potential impact that a product has on the environment during raw material
acquisition, production process, use, and disposal of the product (Ness, Urbel-Piirsalu et al., 2007).

Although the interest in LCA grew rapidly during the 1990s, and a strong development and harmonization has occurred (Finnveden, Hauschild et al., 2009), many authors identified some weaknesses in the LCA approach, hoping for its further developments (Finnveden, 2000).

The main barriers to a wider LCA diffusion are (Consultants, 2000; Hur, Lee, et al. 2005):

- complexity of data collection;
- complexity of interpretation of results;
- expensive software and databases;
- high LCA required knowledge;
- no support provided to designers to improve situation AS-IS.

Therefore, there is a need for simplified methods that involve less cost, time and effort, but yet provide similar results (Hur, Lee et al., 2005).

So specific simplified (or abridged or streamlined) LCA methods have been developed (Hochschorner and Finnveden, 2003; Hur, Lee et al. 2005) and different depth levels of LCA analysis were defined (Wenzel, 1998).

In order to improve LCA approach, some specific projects have been supported by the European community such as the E-LCA and E-LCA2 projects (Buttol, Buonamici et al.). These projects’ goals were to develop a simplified LCA tools and databases, called eVerdEE (Masoni, Sara et al., 2004) for simplifying the methodological aspects of ISO 14040, minimizing time and resource investments and not requiring people skilled in LCA. Good results have been obtained at level of environmental impacts assessment, thanks to a clear and ease interaction with a huge database of substances, but several efforts are still needed mainly to identify the environmental critical aspects, to compare different solutions and to prescribe improvement strategies.

This work tries to overcome these eVerdEE’s weaknesses in a more complete methodology dedicated to SMEs.

### 2.2 Eco-Improving tools

Tools dedicated to product/process eco-improvement can be grouped mainly in two categories: guidelines and checklists (Fitzgerald, Herrmann et al., 2007).

Checklist is a list of questions which enterprises can easily use checking the presence of features of a reference system (Le Pochat, Bertoluci et al., 2007).

Guidelines are indications which provide broad support, with little detail, but applicable either across the whole product development process and lifecycle, or covering a significant area (e.g. design for X) (Knight and Jenkins, 2009).

Although the use of checklists easily suggests environmental weakness of the analyzed system, they don’t suggest how to concretely reach the target of the feature out of value, but provide only abstract strategies of action without giving concrete innovation suggestions.

In addition, despite their apparent benefits it’s unclear if also guidelines are effectively used and if they have any real effects on product system innovation (Lutropp and Lagerstedt, 2006). Indeed some researches indicate that their application by SMEs is limited (Baumann, Boons et al., 2002). The main reason is the poor level of detail and the scarcity of indication for implementing the guidelines in a practical way (Crals and Vereeck, 2005).

### 3. Proposal

Based on this analysis, we define a methodological framework that introduces several novelties to the current state of art of ECO-design methods and tools. The main proposal is in the following:

- Information is collected adopting design techniques for process modeling, that works as interface of LCA tools used to assess automatically the environmental impacts. In this way also people not skilled in LCA can calculate the impacts just working through energy and material flows, already organized by life cycle phases.
- The identification of environmental critical aspects is not demanded to LCA tools, but it is conducted with a new design phase based on TRIZ IFR concept. We introduce the concept of “maximum potential reduction of impact” instead of “the maximum impact” caused by a flux. Furthermore, in order to near users to this approach the hot spots are graphically managed directly on the map of the process so avoiding any graphs or statistics.
- The improvement phase is dedicated to translate the hot spots in real problems to be solved. For the problem solving phase we have adopted the most structured problem solving methods, like TRIZ, rearranging them from a green perspective and making them usable by non-experts too. A wide set of Eco-guidelines, obtained combining...
TRIZ based suggestions with best Eco-design practices, is provided.

These proposals are finally combined in a unique framework addressed to make Eco-design accessible to SMEs.

4. Framework overview

Due to the necessity to create an easy and effective method for guiding SMEs in the eco-innovation process, LCA software and eco-guidelines have been integrated in a wider system in order to jointly provide a quantitative assessment of products’ or processes’ ecological impact, and a relevant improvement strategy for designers.

The assessment of environmental impacts

The LCA assessment approach has been chosen as a foundation system in order to integrate inventing TRIZ capabilities to provide a more efficient approach. The first novelty proposed in this work is that LCA assessment is not directly done on LCA software, but a more friendly process map, based on the IDEFØ (Integration Definition for Function Modeling), that is a method designed to model the decisions, actions, and activities of an organization or system by a graphic modeling language. This allows an important simplification for users not skilled in the art.

The aim of this modeling phase (see Fig. 1) is to clearly visualize all the data and additional information of processes and products, in order to automate the eVerdEE SW compilation. The AS-IS situation map allows to show clearly all material and energy flows as well as their loops, with the values really used into eVerdEE SW during the quantitative analysis.

In order to visualize the environmental critical aspects, a similar map (see Fig. 2) is proposed to visualize the quantitative impact of each flow on each considered environmental indicator. Every map shows the impact calculated with eVerdEE. Every flux is converted in its percentage impact rate; higher is the percentage rate, higher is the size of the arrow which refers to that flux. Fig. 2 shows the material and energy flows characterizing one of the painting activities in the manufacturing phase of a coloured tissue.

The identification of environmental critical aspects by IFR

The aim of this phase is to identify the hotspot, that is the flux with the greater potential improvement. To reach this goal, IFR index is applied to every flux to weight how could be potentially reduced with a radical implementation.

By means of the definition of the Ideality and IFR concept, Genrich Altshuller was the first to realize that the direction of progress, or technical evolution, is defined by increasing the ideality level (Altshuller and Rodman, 1999).

For a technical system the ideality can be defined as:

\[ \text{Ideality} = \frac{\sum \text{Useful functions}}{\sum \text{Harmful functions} + \sum \text{Cost}} \]  

(1)

All systems become more ideal during their evolution and different strategies to accomplish can be applied (Petrov and Serediniski, 2005).

Applying IFR means to rethink the redesign each part of our process according to the following definitions of ideal machine, methods, process, substance and technology (Savransky, 2000):

- the ideal machine which has no mass or volume but accomplishes the required work;
the ideal method which expends no energy or time but obtains the necessary effect in a self-regulating manner;

- the ideal process which actually is only the process result without the process itself: momentary obtaining of a result;

- the ideal substance which is actually no substance (a vacuum), but whose function is performed;

- the ideal technique which occupies no space, has no weight, requires no labor or maintenance, and delivers benefit without harm, etc., and “does it itself,” without any additional energy, mechanisms, cost, or raw materials.

Starting from these definitions, the IFR is the theoretical best solution of a problem for the given conditions.

Based on the IFR concept, an engineer can make “a step back from Ideality”, that from an ECO-design point of view means no energy or material and consequently zero pollution. Stating the IFR and retreating from it as little as possible offers strong technical solutions, due to the possibility of designing the system that works almost without environmental impact. The application of IFR can result in an elimination of a flux, a strong reduction moving to best available technology or the introduction of a recycling loop.

For example, as shown in Fig. 3, taking into account the amount of energy used by a torch, the IFR application can be interpreted as an elimination of additional chemical sources by exploiting non pollutant resources as solar, or manual energy, or just as a strong reduction in the use of energy looking for low consumption technology as led.

**Figure 3** - An example of IFR Redesign on a battery torch. IFR thinking forces to conceive solutions not using any pollutant sources as the hand rechargeable or solar torches

At the same time, IFR forces to imagine a recycle loop in order to stop the material consumption or recover unemployed energy. For example, as shown in Fig. 4, taking into account the amount of paper used by a printer, the IFR application forces to imagine how to stop paper consumption, suggesting to move to recycled paper or towards new technologies for erasable and rewritable paper.

**Figure 4** - An example of IFR application on paper for printing. IFR means to 100% recycle paper without any pollutant material addition as in the case of erasable paper.

The application of IFR consists in redesign every flow of the map assigning the percentage rate of virtual reduction in the ideal situation (see Fig.5).

Adopting this index we are capable to associate each flow of energy or substance in input with the maximum potential reduction that can be theoretically achieved. Fig.5 shows the new ranking compared to that in Fig. 2: polyethylene packaging is now on top, because it can be totally eliminated, while primary colours are on the bottom. According to the new rank, it is suggested to work first on packaging and then reducing energy flow.

**Figure 5** - The map shows the new impact on climate change (CO2 eq.) of the material and energy flows calculated by introducing IFR index.

A sensitivity analysis on all flows based on realistic design criteria is so performed. Using this new index, the assessment is then made not only on actual criticality of existing flows but also on possible future theoretical improvement.

Applying the IFR index to each flux calculated by LCA SW, fluxes which initially have the greater impact, often are not the primary hot spots on which operate.

That means the application of the IFR index can overturn the initial ranking of the percentage impact rate of the considered fluxes.

*The prescription of improvement strategies*
Genrich Altshuller has developed an analytical approach for technology forecasting and its theoretical foundation is a set of “Laws of Technical Systems Evolution”. These laws can be used for a judicious analysis and evaluation of the future designs of the systems of interest (Fey and Rivin, 1999); at the same time, they can be evaluated as a potential ally for existing eco-improvement methods (Jones and Harrison, 2000; Russo and Regazzoni, 2008).

Particularly, the tendency of some TRIZ fundamental such as ideality and laws of technical systems evolution (Altshuller, 1984) is to lead the existing technical systems toward ideality (Russo, Regazzoni et al., 2011). This process starts working from a resource using optimization (particularly material, energy and spatial resources) till they completely disappear. Our goal was to translate this process in the form of practical eco-guidelines (Russo, Regazzoni et al., 2011).

These guidelines have been extracted from the TRIZ laws of evolutions (Altshuller, 1984), and so their main theme is to reduce resource consumption (mainly material, energy and space) and to increase systems’ efficiency. This is possible by taking into account the best heuristics and theories of problem solving, and also taking into account new trends, technologies and best practices in green design.

According to the structure of LTSE, in the first versions only eight guidelines were developed. They were conceived with the aim of improving the initial system in the phase of use and they were directed mainly for TRIZ experts.

That work was then extended to all phases of the product life cycle, and new directions for action were added. At present, the guidelines constitute over 330 actions organized by pre-manufacturing, manufacturing, product use and end of life.

They are conceived to support the designer for improving a product, a process or a service according to their own “green requirements” until the end of the problem solving process. Eco-guidelines contain very detailed suggestions and strategies to solve problems, tricks and best practices in Eco-design, best available technologies and more other (see Fig. 6).

Each life cycle phase set of guidelines contains a list of objects to which the guidelines refer to. For every object there is a list of potential goals, opportunely translated in terms of resource abatement. For making a better product, user has to reach more goals as possible for increasing the energy efficiency, decreasing the material exploitation and the volume, both directly on the product and for all other auxiliary related products and processes (Russo, 2011). The existent architecture of that guidelines work firstly on system efficiency, on technologies substitution and secondly on flows substitution and optimization. Indeed, the first step of each goal offers a way to interpret and follow the IFR strategy.

If the solution is obtained by eliminating or reducing only existing flows (without introducing any new ones), automatically the reduction of environmental impact is given, while if the solution requires adding a new flow to the previous system, then it is necessary to realize a new LCA calculation taking into account the variants on the overall phases of the process. Only in this way, it is possible to verify the global effectiveness of the improvement action.

Among all the directions from “Guideline # act on packaging in use phase” one of them suggests reduce the packaging mass.
4. Case study

The case study concerns an industrial textile home-furnishings and bed linens painting company. The company itself produces the machines for painting and produces over 30 million m² of coloured fabric.

Actually, the process can be synthetically described by four different phases:

- Pre-manufacturing: pigments and varnishes are prepared combining additives and other substances with water. Then auxiliary devices mix and transport the colours into the painting machines.
- Manufacturing: four painting machines manage the colour delivery onto the fabric; another device recovers extra painting and cleans the dirty parts of the machines and auxiliaries. Another important phase of the manufacturing is post painting: here all processes dealing with drying are grouped: polymerization, vaporization, surface treatment, extra colour removal, and packaging.
- Use: the phase of use of the fabric is not taken into account; all other related aspects were put into the manufacturing part.
- End of use: this phase concerns all treatments of wastes, polluted water, solid/liquid chemical substances, exhausted colours, gas etc.

All the main functions of the painting process have been filled into the IDEF0 diagram decomposing in energy flows and substances.

Compatible with the availability of data (type of substances and energies) of our simplified LCA software database, the quantitative data associated with each flow has been broken down as much as possible, to ensure better accuracy of the analysis (for example, instead of entering an aggregate date relative to paint flow, it has been broken down in each chemical substance that composes the paint).
Assessment of environmental impacts

Once the diagram is complete, all collected information mapped as input in the diagram are processed by eVerdEE in order to calculate results of the impacts of every flow.

The authors decided to focus only on a set of potential indexes as criteria to determine the hot points:

- amount of material flow (kg)
- amount of energy flow (MJ)
- consumption of non-renewable energy (MJ)
- consumption of fresh water (m3)
- climate change (kg CO2 eq.)
- acidification (kg SO2 eq.)
- eutrophication (kg PO4 eq.)

Results for any environmental index are mapped in form of IDEF0 process map. According to LCA assessment, the map in Fig.7 suggests to intervene on white fabric (the biggest arrows among inputs).

The overall analysis allowed identification of the global environmental impact of the company. In particular, it emerged that every year the company produces 23,000 ton of CO2eq., where the fabric contributes 18,000t. energy (gas, electricity, gasoline) 1,600t, CO2 direct emissions a further 1,600t, nickel and steel 60t, chemicals for water treatment 60t, colours dyes 40t, etc.

In this analysis, flows with the highest environmental impact are fabric and methane.

Fig. 7. IDEF0 model of a LCA results, before IFR index calculation

Here IFR index is introduced for any flow in order to evaluate where there could be the potential maximum reduction. Thus, a new ranking is provided, as shown in Fig.8. The element with the highest potential impact can be visualized by the width of its arrow. In this case, the new IFR assessment suggests to act for reducing nickel impact, fabric waste and electric power. Ranking of LCA is upset; white fabric is not considered a strategic target in order to reduce CO2.

Fig. 6. IDEF0 model of a LCA results, after IFR index calculation

The prescription of improvement strategies

Next step consists in reducing elements in the top of IFR assessment as the Nickel.

Nickel is used in micro-perforated rolls employed in the painting phase. Every year over than 1,500 rolls of nickel are substituted and thrown away due to small deformations that appear on the external surface during the use and/or the removal phases.

Every roll is longer than 3 meters, it is constituted of a very thin sheet of nickel and it works in contact with the fabric that over time can make a dent that compromises the right functionality. Moreover, every roll is a very expensive component, it costs about a thousand euro.

This means if we introduce IFR index to eliminate nickel waste, it will be possible to reach both ecological and economic benefits.

Our new problem is to prevent the nickel tube is damaged or allowing its recovery.

This goal can be achieved by Eco-guidelines. There are several subsets of guidelines that can be checked to find a solution. For the sake of brevity, we take into account just the maintenance set:

| 1 | re-design/use products with the highest... |
reliability and requiring the lowest maintenance;
2 remove causes of damage or think about a self-repairing/self-regenerating object.

This direction suggests preventing damage of the tube for example putting a metallic spiral inside the tube, as shown in Fig. 10. This way can increase the robustness of the thin sheet metal of the tube, keeping it in traction and avoiding wrinkles on the external surface.

![Fig. 7. Tube with an internal spiral which is maintained in traction with the tube.](image)

In this way the increase in the useful life of the product has a positive impact on the reduction of the number of pieces used per year.

| 3 | re-design/use easy repairable products; think about modular products, for example using the segmentation. |

This direction can be achieved by avoiding employing a monolith tube and substituting it with a tube in more parts. So only damaged parts are removed and parts with the highest wear or with the highest probability of damage are made independent.

Segmentation can be achieved in different ways: a longitudinal segmentation and/or a transverse one, as the Fig. 11 and 12 shown.

![Fig. 8. Schematic representation of the application of transversal and longitudinal the segmentation.](image)

| 4 | re-design/use easy repairable products; think about modular products, for example using thermal deformation |

Another option suggests thermal deformation. Localized heat treatment can be used for regeneration of the tube by making a deformation in opposition to those that arise during painting dyeing deposition.

All proposed solutions are currently under study and evaluation because all of that could potentially produce strong saving in costs and environmental impact. In fact, by avoiding wasting the nickel or recovering it at 100%, we can save 45 ton of CO₂eq., 8.9 ton of SO₂eq., 6.9*105 MJ of non-renewable energy and 856 m³ of fresh water could be saved. For an economic evaluation, we need to take into account that a single nickel tube costs about a thousand euro and that each production batch uses at least 20 rolls at once, for a total yearly consumption of several hundred units (equivalent to 3000 Kg of Nickel).

Conclusions

In this paper, a new method has been presented for designing more sustainable products which meet the companies’ needs to have a simple and quickly method for product improvement or redesigning.

Mainly addressed for SMEs, this method aims to simplify the general path of an Eco-design approach and to make the classical environmental tools more effective, by means of the integration with concepts of a problem solving theory as TRIZ.

Particularly the integration of the IFR concept into classical environmental assessment tools as LCA allows to move the attention from the key points to work on suggested by a classical LCA to those ones which permit a greatest potential impact reduction.

Doing that, the eco-design process can be more effective with a lower global environmental impact of the considered product/process.

Moreover, in order to help the designer to convert an abstract direction of intervention to a practical so-
olution, the resource concept and the Laws of Technical Systems Evolution have been applied to create a new set of guidelines spitted up on the all life cycle phases.

The feasibility and the efficacy of the overall approach has been demonstrated by means of the application of the proposed method to an industrial case study concerning a textile home furnishing and bed linen painting dyeing company. The study was conducted downstream of a previous study aimed at obtaining environmental certification. A comparison between the new and the old production process reveals that the traditional critical points substantially overlap, whereas the introduction of additional assessment factors, such as the IFR factor, can generate new directions. IFR incites working on the flows with the largest potential reduction instead of the flows with the highest impact. Technical solutions are conceived by applying a list of pragmatic Eco-improvement guidelines. In particular, an example for eliminating waste of nickel during the painting phase is shown. Actually, one of these improvements is currently being tested and could potentially produce a saving of 45 ton of CO₂ and 8.9 ton of SO₂, contributing significantly both to reduction of eutrophication and global warming, and costs.

The methodology will be tested in future on new case studies in order to verify its limit. A further development regarding harmonization of the 300 guidelines is also on-going (Russo, 2011).
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